IEEE ResumeLab-A suite of career management tools I f a job search is in your near future, you should take advantage of the IEEE ResumeLab. Much more than a highly effective resume builder, the IEEE ResumeLab is actually a diverse suite of career management tools. In addition to the professional resume builder, the suite contains a portfolio builder; training in interview skills; tools to assist in writing effective letters, developing a video resume, and skills assessment; and a website builder for the online presentation of proficiencies and abilities.
Starting from scratch, the resume builder provides hints on what sections should be included, how to order sections, how to promote experience, and various ways to style your resume. You can browse sample resumes with numerous section arrangements, and many useful tips are provided. The resume builder provides a share button to quickly and easily exchange your resume with career counselors or potential employers. The video resume builder provides detailed information on generating a professional resume in video form.
The portfolio builder helps you create an online gallery of your work that can be downloaded as a zipped file. Online portfolios document your education, work samples, and skills. It is useful when applying for jobs and training programs, demonstrating your transferable skills, and tracking your professional development. The portfolio builder provides information on organization, project tools, image displays, and how to share your portfolio.
The letter builder aspect combines expert advice and high-quality samples to help create focused, targeted letters for a wide variety of opportunities. Specific details are provided on how to develop, style, edit, and share the letter. IEEE ResumeLab will help you develop the various letters required when searching for a job and assist you in communicating optimally throughout the hiring process. IEEE ResumeLab's mock interview module provides a tool for preparing for one of the most important components in the employment process. The module has more than 900 typical questions to select from and provides a variety of interview types. Additionally, built-in tips are provided to help you with answering questions. You can record your interview to share with a mentor to gather feedback. If you are thinking of changing careers or are entering the workforce for the first time, the skills assessment module is a great place to start. Using this module, you can identify and present your transferable skills and abilities to prospective employers. This tool provides information on developing and sharing a skills inventory, an accomplishment sheet, and a proficiency list.
The website builder provides dozens of templates to choose from when starting the build. The content generated in the other IEEE ResumeLab modules is easily added to your website, including resumes, letters, portfolios, skills, and video resumes. You can learn more about the IEEE ResumeLab, and sign in using your IEEE account, by visiting https://www.ieee.org/membership/products/ resumelab.html. The content generated in the other IEEE ResumeLab modules is easily added to your website, including resumes, letters, portfolios, skills, and video resumes.
